DentalEZ Group introduces the everLight

The first true, direct LED light in the U.S.

DentalEZ® Group, a supplier of innovative products and services for dental health professionals worldwide, is pleased to introduce an alternative to halogen-based operatory lights. The new everLight™ LED operatory light provides color-corrected lighting, precise light pattern and energy efficient features.

The LED everLight provides energy-efficient features simply not possible using traditional halogen lighting. The everLight encompasses a long life of 30,000-plus hours, 10 times longer than halogen, reducing the need for regular replacement of lightbulbs.

Moreover, dental professionals will enjoy substantial savings on monthly energy expenses, as the everLight uses less than 35 watts of energy, 70 percent less than halogen-based systems.

No reflector or fan is required for the ultra-quiet everLight because it is 100 percent true direct LED lighting and remains at a consistent cool temperature.

everLight is equipped with nine temperature/ intensity settings to meet all your operative needs. Its superior LED technology provides natural daylight illumination and a precise light pattern, which results in clear oral cavity visibility and exact color matching.

Furthermore, the everLight’s LED composite setting will not cause pre-maturing on composite materials.

The new innovative design of the everLight is ergonomically equipped with a standard third-axis rotation, allowing limitless positioning for optimal illumination. Moreover, the everLight is easily installed in six mounting configurations.

The everLight has an extended life expectancy and comes with a best in its class three-year warranty combined with a six-year warranty on the unit’s engine components (switches, LED driver, and lens).

For more information about everLight, please call (866) DTE-INFO or visit www.dentalEZ.com.

About DentalEZ Group

DentalEZ Group is committed to advancing the practice of dentistry through innovative products and services.

Encompassing six distinct product brands — StarDental®, DentalEZ, CustomAir®, RAM-VAC®, NevinLabs® and Columbia Dentotform® — DentalEZ Group manufactures everything in the operatory from handpieces to chairs to vacuum systems to dental simulation models, creating a complete line of products to elevate the health, comfort and efficiency of the dental operatory.

Savalife.com

Let us equip you with a FREE medical emergency kit and $50 when you sign up for our refill program.

Some things just can’t wait. Learn more about emergency planning problems — and solutions — at savalife.com.

PLUS: For a limited time, get a $50 gift card with a purchase of at least $200 or any refill program.

You get a free emergency kit and $50!

Offer ends October 30, 2009.

800-933-5885 www.savalife.com